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the out years

Every day I look out the 
window and wonder how 
will I know when it’s 
really the Apocalypse. 

Sometimes I look at the 
edge of a leaf and I think 
that is the Apocalypse.

Sometimes I look at the 
edge of a leaf and I realize 
it is not a leaf but the wing 
of a katydid and I know it 
is not the Apocalypse but 
the Future. 

Sometimes I look at the
edge of a leaf and I see it
is rolled up around a 
cocoon and I think that is 
too bad because all the 
soft things will be gone. 

The Future opens its mouth 
wide like a yawn and we fly in 
like gnats and we circle in the 
moist darkness waiting to be 
exhaled. 

How will the lizards know to lay their eggs in the shade?

I have a new mission. I am the informer. I learn the 
language of lizards to pass the word. I learn the language 
of lizards to explain the necessity of shade.

[what species of katydid?  
Rattler Round-winged Katydid, Amblycorypha rotundifolia]

[what species of leaf? Northern Red oak, Quercus rubra] 

[what species of caterpillar? Oak leaf webroller , Archips 
semiferanus]

[what species of gnat? Simulium jenningsi]

[What species of lizard? Eastern fence lizard, Sceloporus 
undulates]
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In place of phonemes I study poses. It is contrary to my nature to stay still for so long.

It would be easier to move the shade.

I learn the language of light to convey the necessity of moving the shade.

The trees are receptive to new ideas. 

 

site-specific grid (rip van winkle)  

Knickerbockers
backup beeper
bark
looping track
  yelp   
     echoing reports (fowling piece)
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       wild pigeons [  
            ]           
     [    ]
                [a smart rap] (during the love 
season)
                [soft coo-coo-coo-coo] 
{fulfilling one of the great laws of nature} 
                [continuous buzz]
subwoofer Doppler wave                                      ninepins        [a hard gale at sea, passing   
                   through the rigging of a  close-reefed 
vessel]

I found  it quite  useless  
to speak 
flag halyard ping
gravel chomp
gossipings 
whistled life away
  dinning (wife in ear)
without a murmur (fishing)
 quieting draught (flagon)
    a torrent of household eloquence
cawing (idle crows)
cedar chatter (English sparrows) 
    hooting (strange children)
compression-release brakes
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conveyance
  

carried        it is not
borne (although the claws are like a bear’s)        but in the sense of
chariot,  the swaying, back-perched terra 
(dry land, from the proto Indo European root *ters- “to dry”)
on the shell of terrapin  gestating
as that meant once “riding on horseback, et
cetera,” those, the others, all other

things being equal, as it is said, ceteris paribus,
the very  definition of absurdity -- equal others?
patently false laws of nature:  to compare, to pair, to adhere.
To cleave, root of *glei- “to stick together,”
 as in Old English, “wet, sticky earth; clay”

(terrapin (though one might think from earth)  from the Algonquian
torope (tulpe in Lena’pe. Where did we come from? “When
turtle, surrounded by water, slowly raised its back until
water ran off and earth was dry, and in the earth sprouted 
trees, and  from the trees grew the first man and woman…”))

thirsty for touch, meaning, on their tongues moist
distance between each other
dries like mud (terra cotta) into maps (terra incognita). 
hexagons like borders:  lines suture the carapace
 
(history of the Lena’pe: the flight of four crows.
first flight, before the coming of the   others.
second was persecution.  Third, exile. Fourth:
(listen, wingbeats), restored, repaired. )
 
she will wait to move, until you leave.
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neology

 
Depauperate

 

Please sir, I want some more.
 

I would like a ladle dipped from your
    
          surfluence.
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Deperpetuate

One 

Northern cricket frog 
fits
one
      standard soup spoon
    lays
     one

      egg 

       at a time 
       on aquatic  
plant stems

      once

common

    in
      shallow marshes of

     open

    country
Northern cricket frog

[    spill   ]
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Deperpetrate

 

I took him by his small hand and led him
to the side of the road and left him
there alone and I could hear him
calling as I walked away from him

great-great-great-grandfather where

will I go now and I put

my hands in my pockets where

I could feel his small heart

 
    not mine
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there are rumors

Shut up the words, and seal the book, even to the time of the end

everything else is just a guess.

 …moonlight on scuttling stones.

 …blue squares chocked against a sine curve. 

 …you have the presence of mind.

 
there are rumors that some escaped.
there may be tracks in the mud.
rubbings of ribs, naked as the alphabet, bloom on rock walls.
 

they say: all your cleverness will come to pass.

(many are the ways. many are the way.)
 

the mud is sighing already
delicious.

the boy is there to suggest
what needs to be done but it is not time yet
for him to be listened to. 
so he is assigned to opening
the umbrella. 

(fill as needed)
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sometimes you read a line and you say I’d kill
to have written that line
you know what I mean – so you are on record
and you show up at the end times carrying that baggage.
I mean literally. it is a suitcase A valise, a carpetbag, a grip
full of these lines and they are
heavy. You will not get past the gates with them.
Then you have to decide. 

hold it up to the light. you see them in there.  still moving.
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hollows

1.
you would peel an orange in a single long strip, making
a beginning and an end.

2.
to addle a goose egg: coat with corn oil, smothering
the embryo. place it back in the nest:
she won’t know the difference.

3.
blind fish nibble at numbered ping-pong balls 
cast into the underground river
whose mouth has never been found.
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at the end of the ice age

the high risk future was of primary concern
the glacier sweated meltwater

we walk on furrowed brow
the artifact of worry 
it’s all come true
no sooner than it could have
imagine the falls
and the once-hurried blame

at the foot of the cliff, words in jagged piles, thrown off
or jumped? if only this were the shore of an emerald sea 
jumbled syllables, confused strata, extremities broken off washed
into an emerald sea 

at the bottom of this perfect round, this perfect pond O
a frozen gasp an unuttered gasp an echo a caught not a gasp  
at the bottom the death of slow 
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wading

according to the native folk-tale, your last dream
launches your next life, so you must pack carefully. 

every night I gather
particles of dusk,
whirlpool vortices,
the levitation of onlyness,
the liberation of shadow.
every night I bathe
in cryptic fitness.

every night I invent a native folk-tale
for the green heron to tell me. 
 
to catch a fish, wait
for the stream to shiver.
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system for practicing panic

“Small prey animals such as some rodents…systematically practise panic retreats along estab-
lished paths so that they know the location of every pebble. This means that in emergencies 
when noise is no consideration they can flee blindly at top speed.”
--Jon Richfield in New Scientist 

rule no 1 [don’t move the pebbles] freely*

rule no 2 if  a pebble moves while practicing move it back if it rolls 
away replace it with a pebble of similar size and shape if you can’t
find one start over 

rule no 3 create a simple mnemonic to recall the number of steps between pebbles the size 
and shape of each such as plaid gives no quarter or mine is the holy piece or 
baubles dear become you 

rule no 4 if the pebbles get bigger  stop practicing immediately proceed
to 10

5 dust flumes at the tips of broom straws make accurate hiding impossible

6 adopt aroma of freshly cut cucumber

7 define beachhead without using swivel descant or calypso 

8 

9 add 1: elude infinity
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*e.g.[don’t
don’t move
don’t move
pebbles pebbles pebbles
don’t
move
the pebbles
don’t don’t
move move move move
the peb-
the peb-
don’t move the pebbles
don’t the peb-
don’t the move
pebbles don’t move the move pebbles don’t
do it you’re thinking of moving them aren’t you 
if you move them you deserve everything you get
if you know if you know what’s good for you you won’t
move them no matter what happens
you can’t do it can you
can’t not move them
can’t just keep them where they are
gotta move them
have to put your personal stamp everywhere you go even if it’s just 
a bunch of random pebbles
already deranged for you
try and 
try and
leave them to their mystery
don’t move ]
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literacy

       

      

      

       

“Clearly [octopuses, squid, and cuttlefish] have the ability to generate more complex 
communications with skin displays. I think they haven’t done it yet because they don’t 
have anything complex or interesting to say.”
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The corral of expectation surrounds the response.

The coral of expectation surrounds the response.

The chorale of expectation surrounds the response.

The kernel of expectation surrounds the response.

The colony of expatriation surrounds the response.

The courier of expectation defines the response.

The calendar of exhalation delays the response.

The killer of exhilaration denies the response.

The cinnamon of creation defines the response.

The carillon of coronation deifies the response.

The cordon of celebration deflects the response.

The coroner of collaboration delays the repose.
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to catch the ocean in your bucket
you have to point your bucket toward the shore

remember the time you forgot
that bird’s name? the one

that sings all night  if
you’re not listening.  you wake

to snow on the lawn: that’s
how you know you missed 

your calling.  seagulls can drink
sea water yet dragonflies 

choke on dragons.  words are not
the answer, but they hold it for

safekeeping.  mist fogging your
glasses obscures the haze
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when hobos were numerous, hawks were rare

none of them went by their last names
so you had to really pay attention to distinguish, say,
Hook-nosed Pete from Gold-toothed Pete
or Whiffler Will from Lusher Louis,
when one of them brought you a peach
in exchange for your place in line

they were 
dusty days 
those days
seem pressed 
into rough 
seams 
calendar pages 
rolled into 
candles

we sought 
safety in 
numbers
-- the even 
ones more 

you could hear 
them call or 
was it the train whistle

thought to ask
whose wind is it?
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caught tracing 
the arc of 
triumph down 
to the pot of 
gold --
guarding the 
perimeter, out 

of the corner 
of both eyes --
the worst thing 
was, it wasn’t so bad. 

then there was the guy at the corner bar who said he knew where the money was.
we all leaned in and one of us refilled his glass, because, of course, 
a bar is exactly the kind of place you’d go to find out
the stuff you need to make your fortune. 
he said you know how on a ruler there’s that thin metal strip along the edge
so when you try and draw a line  
it’s always farther out than you meant. Everything in between  
is up for sale. You just have to know who to call.
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stratigraphy and its discontents

Feeding birds in a blizzard. Because some can’t afford the luxury 
of hunkering down.  A frenzy of juncos gorges on seeds cast out 
from the feeder onto the snow.  The proverbial manna, if only 
they had the same Bible.  Thanks be to the cardinal above! 
                                                                       And what of gravity?  
Apostates all, they flout the law at every opportunity.  

Yet what’s mere ingratitude inland amounts to active snubbery 
along the shore. CROATOAN – speculate all you want.  “It 
pleased God, after a while, to send those people which were 
our mortal enemies to relieve us with victuals.”   The ideation of 
Eden preceded process improvement. Upriver, a boy with yel-
low hair and white skin, a Miracle Among Savages.   Now, in the 
Anthropocene, a rising tide depresses all evidence.  

How to measure falling snow: record the level then wipe the 
board clean of snow, preventing errors from compaction. When 
the past is squeezed, the details stick together.     

The difference between loop quantum gravity and regular grav-
ity. Workers in trees (nothing’s the matter) vs. Workers falling 
from trees (out of time).      And so, on this august occasion, we 
honor the memories of those who have fallen, since they can’t 
remember themselves, having fallen. There, there, never you 
mind! 

Our hero approaches, brandishing a bootscraper.  Hereunder 
liesa tale.    
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Old
wings 
carry
heavier
heads. Memories weigh
more than wanting to go on.  Fat
corn fields, groaning with excess of excess, fuel stories
of spring where winter used to squat,
hunkering like coal
smoke over
            mountains 
now
sand.
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migroglyphics (bighorn sheep)

the ur-journey/
between winter/  and summer

was yearly / 
rehearsed 
 
by the elders /\     for /  the heirs

from here

 
(trans-       

  [extirpation space]
  

       locate)

to there

/harbinger/  (wait here for them to catch up) << refugia
        

a leapt language/  derangement of entail
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NOTES

Textual sources for some of the phrases in “Site-Specific Grid (Rip Van Winkle)”: Wash-
ington Irving, “Rip Van Winkle,” http://www.bartleby.com/195/4.html; John James Audu-
bon, “The Passenger Pigeon,” https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Ornithological_Biography/
Volume_1/Passenger_Pigeon

Definitions in “Neology”are from:
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/us/definition/american_english/depauperate
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/perpetuate
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/perpetrate

The images accompanying “Literacy” are stills, one second apart, taken from close-up 
video of squid skin changing color, © Roger T. Hanlon, Woods Hole Marine Biological 
Laboratory.  http://hermes.mbl.edu/mrc/hanlon/video.html/
The quote is from biologist Jennifer Mather, in Natural History, Sept. 2013, p. 31.

“Stratigraphy and Its Discontents” includes a sentence and phrase from “Observations by 
Master George Percy, 1607” [in Tyler, Lyon Gardiner (ed.), Narratives of Early Virginia, 
1606-1625.] http://www.americanjourneys.org/aj-073/print/

“Experience drives innovation…”: Teitelbaum, C. S. et al. Experience drives innovation of 
new migration patterns of whooping cranes in response to global change. Nature Com-
munications. 7:12793 doi: 10.1038/ncomms12793 (2016).
http://www.nature.com/ncomms/2016/160906/ncomms12793/full/ncomms12793.html
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